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ASSISTANCE REQUESTED WITH EXCITING NEW PROJECT

Our new project , on social life in Carlton, is a major
exhibition on The Jews and Italians in Carlton
(working title) .
The exhibition will be a joint endeavour between
the Italian Historical Society, the Jewish Museum of
Australia and the Museum of Victoria. It will be a
unique opportunity for bringing together the
expertise, collections and resources of these three
institutions.
Mounted in the Museum of Victoria (August 1992 August 1993), the exhibition will examine the
history of the Jewish and Italian communities, their
development, interaction, succession and
contributions to economic and cultural life, within
the setting of Carlton.
The opening of the exhibition will be timed to
coincide with the Melbourne City Council's
sesquicentenary, and will be a part of the official
celebrations to mark this important anniversary.
The main feature of the exhibition will be a series
of streetscapes , including home and busine ss
exteriors/interiors , possibly with sounds of the
street , home, work and leisure enhancing the
environment.

•
Rino Codognottoand classmates
, Carlton, 1929

Although the exhibition will open in August 1992,
the research and collection of material will be
completed by the middle of October 1991. Now is
the time of our greatest activity, and your
assistance will be gratefully appreciated .
We have divided the research for the exhibition
between the three institutions . At the Italian
Historical Society we will gather informatiom on all
aspects of the Italian presence in Carlton , and we
appeal to members of our community to assist us
by coming forward with photos, letters and other
memorabilia, or by offering to give time and other
resources to the project. Through your help we will
make this a truly exciting portrayal of the history
and experiences of life in Carlton from the turn of
the century to the present day.

Please assist us if you have
photos
letters , diaries
posters, programmes, pamphletts
business records, advertisements , etc
reminiscences you are willing to share
objects relating to home, work, social or
cultural life
Contact llma or Laura on 3473555
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MY FATHER, DOMENICO BOFFA

by Maria Boffa

My father, Domenico Boffa was born in New York
on the 29th February, 1880. Prior to his birth, his
parents, Marco and Anna Rosa, had lost two
children in early infancy. In their anxiety for
Domenico's survival, his parents took him home to
Viggiano in the Province of Potenza whilst still a
babe in arms. About two years later, a daughter,
Rosa, was born to them. A deep and abiding love
was to spring up between Domenico and Rosa and
although, sadly, they were not to see each other
again after Domenico left Viggiano as a young
man, the affection between them never diminished
as we were to see from the correspondence
between them which spanned over sixty years of
their lives.
In due course, Domenico and Rosa went to school
and were taught by Professor Argentieri.
Professore was a courtesy title extended to school
teachers in Italy at all levels of the scholastic
system. Professor Argentieri must have been an
extraordinary teacher in those far off days of the
1880's and 1890s in the mountain top village of
Viggiano and he left an indelible mark on
generations of his pupils. His teaching in the
"elementari" gave them an amazing grounding in
the Italian language and other subjects, put to good

use all of his life. Where Professor Argentieri left
oft, Papa took over and became self-taught.
Like so many Viggianesi, Papa learned to play the
violin as a child and, as a young man studied in
Salerno. To the end of his life, he looked back on
his time in Salerno with nostalgia. He had been
happy there. He travelled to England and to
German South Africa earning his living playing the
violin and sending money home to his parents. He
had a natural aptitude for languages and learned
German in German South Africa becoming so
proficient that, years and years later, he could still
carry on a conversation in German with ease .
In 1911, Papa came to Melbourne. His mother had
told him to bring her saluti to their old friend Maria
Aurelia. Papa seemed amazed to find that her
daughter Giuseppina had grown up in the
meantime. Their courtship ended with their
marriage in St. Patrick's Cathedral on the 29th
August, 1912. The religious ceremony was
accompanied by a full orchestra composed, of
course, of Viggianesi. This display of solidarity
touched Papa and Mamma very much because
Papa was a recent arrival with no family or
relations here.
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Weddingof DomenicoandGiusepp
ina Boffain 1912
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Papa and Mamma had five children , Rosa, Marco
who died in 1981, Giuseppe who died in infancy,
and twins Leonardo and Maria.
Papa used to play the violin at the cinema in the
days of the silent films . However, during the early
'20s, he established the Italian Art Gallery
importing marble statuary from Carrara, beautiful
examples of Venetian glass, bronzes, majolica from
Deruta, Florentine art works. The business
prospered. One of Papa's clients was Dame Nellie
Melba who would call to make her purchases. It
was always with pride that Papa recalled her visits
and their conversations in Italian which he said
Dame Nellie spoke beautifully.

the Italian community was to become the Club's
annual Hospital Ball, held at first in the Lower
Melbourne Town Hall and later on in the Main
Melbourne Town Hall, in aid of the Lord Mayor's
Fund, the proceeds of the Ball going to leading
Melbourne Public Hospitals. Papa had
organisational ability and the Ball was his "baby".
He would devote hours of his time to collecting
prizes for the Bazaar held in the course of the Ball
and which would swell the proceeds . Some
beautiful prizes would be donated and those unsold
were auctioned by Papa at the close of the Ball
amid the general excitement of the bidders.
Needless to say, in the morrow Papa had
/completely lost his voice.

The Great Depression came in 1929 and Papa's
business venture, which was possibly ahead of its
time , collapsed in the early '30s. Certainly, by its
very nature, it could not survive those awful years.
I don't think that Papa ever fully recovered from
this blow. He suffered dreadfully because his loss
curbed his generosity to his family. Later on, Papa
became an interpreter without peer in the Law
Courts and an insurance agent. Papa was a multifaceted man and his buoyancy gradually returned.

In recognition of his efforts Papa was made a
Foundation Member of the Lord Mayor's
Metropolitan Hospitals Fund on the 16th January,
1924. He held Life Governorships of various
hospitals including the Children's Hospital and the
Royal Melbourne Hospital.

Side by side with his deep affection for Australia ,
his adopted country, and for British institutions
Papa retained all his life a love of Italy and of
things Italian. He insisted that we should speak
Italian and it was he who gave us our first lessons
in reading and writing .the language . At home, we
spoke our dialect with our Nonna as she always
claimed that she understood not one word of
English. I remember that Papa would take us for
walks and we would repeat after him in Italian
various things that we passed on our way: ii palo
telegratico, la chiesa, ii negozio, i crisantemi etc.,
long words for small children. He bought us Italian
language records, with printed texts, when they first
came on the market. My sister and I especially
had cause to be grateful to him later in life because
our Italian became a passport to interesting
occupations, she at the Australian Embassy in
Rome, and I at the Italian Consulate General in
Melbourne.

In 1932, King Victor Emmanuel Ill conferred on
Papa the decoration of Cavaliere de/la Corona d'
Italia which carried with it the relative insignia and
Magistral Diploma.

Papa had a social conscience and I think that,
instinctively , he was one of the first social workers.
As a child, I can remember people calling at our
house in Carlton asking his advice and help in all
manner of problems and worries and he gave of
his time unstintingly .
Papa was a foundation member of the Circolo
Italiano Cavour and several times President of the
Club. He loved the Club and put his heart into its
activities. The main social event in the calendar of

For his services to Italian Red Cross, Papa was
awarded a magnificent bronze medal inscribed with
his surname.
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DomenicoBoffa,centrestanding,and Giuseppina
behindhim,withmembersof the ItalianGrandOperaCompany

During the 1920s there were the Italian Grand
Opera seasons in Australia. Toti Dai Monte was to
make her name here and go on to achieve fame
world-wide. Ever mindful of the Italian
Community's contribution to the Public Hospital,
Papa asked the leading artists of the season if they
would be prepared to sing, free of charge , at a
Concert in aid of the Hospitals. They agreed
enthusiastically . He then approached the
entrepreneurs, J.C. Williamson , and they readily
gave their consent to their artists to perform. The
Concert was held in The Auditorium in Collins
Street (later to become the Metro Theatre) and was
a tremendous success. I can remember sitting on
Papa's knee during the Concert and when Toti Dai
Monte sang La Ninna Nanna, I had the impression
that I carry with me to this uncertain age of mine,
that somehow she was looking at me on Papa's
knee and singing to me. I shall never forget her
entrancing smile.
In 1925, Comandante De Pinedo made his epic
flight ROME-MELBOURNE-TOKYO-ROME in a
sea-plane . The excitement that this heroic feat
engendered made head-lines world-wide. On the
9th June, 1925, De Pinedo landed his air-craft on
the foreshore at St. Kilda amid cheering crowds of
people whose admiration for the aviator matched
their excitement and emotion at his safe arrival on
these shores. Papa had assisted in the
organisation of the welcome and had convened
meetings of the Welcoming Committee at the
Italian Art Gallery. Comandante De Pinedo's
navigator was Maresciallo Campanelli. As the
latter, a married man with six children , had shared

in the perils of the flight, it was Papa who insisted
that the gift made to Campanelli be equal in value
to that made to De Pinedo.
I was fascinated to learn recently from our local
historian, Nino Randazzo, that De Pinedo was a
Neapolitan, that Campanelli was a Neapolitan and
that the sea-plane was named ... GENNARIELLO!
When De Pinedo left Melbourne he was singing at
the top of his voice /AMMO /AMMO ... /AMMO
/AMMO IA' ... FUN/CULi ' FUN/GULA' ...
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The Melbourne Branch of the Dante Alighieri
Society, founded in 1896, was re-formed in the
early '20s after its activities were suspended
because of the Great War. Together with Ing. and
Sig.ra Benini, and Dr. Balboni, Papa was active in
the Society's re-birth and my sister and I were very
touched when, on the occasion of the 60th
Anniversary of the Foundation of the Society in
Melbourne, Cav. Utt. Tom Hazell, President of the
Dante, spoke of Papa's contribution to the Society
in the early years. I remember a soiree which
Papa organised when he was well into his
seventies. He invited the celebrated Professor
Chisholm and Mr. Denys Jackson , an M.A. of the
University of Manchester and noted politician and
radio commentator of the day, to be guest
speakers. He was thrilled when they both
accepted his invitation. Papa then telephoned his
old friend, Matteo Vita, a Viggianese genius of the
harp, who came and made the most magical music
on his instrument. Papa's own introductory speech
was of a high order.

belle figure di italiani a Melbourne, uno degli ultimi
superstiti dell'epoca pionieristica dell 'emigrazione
italiana in Australia".

I remember Papa playing in the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Sir
Bernard Heinze when he must have been nearly
seventy. He enjoyed good health all his life, lost
his first tooth at 70 and, although he had a major
operation for a malignant tumour at age 80 years,
he recovered quickly and insisted on resuming his
interpreting work in the Courts .
Papa had always been an avid reader. Indeed,
reading seemed to have a therape utic effect on
him. Even in old age he would get up from bed in
the middle of the night, close the door of the
breakfast-room and sit in his own special corner
with a book propped up on the table in front of him
and read aloud in Italian, in Spanish or even
French translating ad hoe as he went along .
Advanced old age robbed him of most of his sight
and he was forced to give up his passion for
reading.
Now behind every Papa, of course, there is always
a Mamma. And so it was with my parents.
Mamma was Papa's mainstay. She was humble,
loyal, self-effacing and sweet.
Papa died in St. Vincent's Private Hospital on the
29th June , 1975. He was born on the 29t h,
married on the 29th and died on the 29th. We
were all at his bed-side. He was as if in a coma.
He suddenly opened his blue eyes wide, we were
calling out Papa, he looked, lucidly, straight at
Mamma and then passed away very peacefully.
On his death, Nino Randazzo wrote in II Globo: "Si
e' spento ii 29 giugno scorso, al/a veneranda eta' di
95 anni, ii Cav. Domenico Boffa, una de/le piu '

DomenicoBoffa
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NEWS

EXHIBITION TRAVEL

to marry within two weeks of her arrival;

When the exhibition was in Mildura in March,
echoes of its success went "overboard" reaching
Griffith! The Society was very happy to give the
opportunity to an important Italian rural commun ity
as in Griffith to see "Australia's Italians 1788-1988".
The exhibition was staged at the Griffith Art Gallery
in June. The response from the Italian community
was overwhelming and the event became very
much a "local affair" with a substantial local
component of photographs, documents and
memorabilia lent by the descendants of the
pioneering parents, many of whom came from the
mines of Broken Hill at the end of WWI.

The third type occurred when the man returned
back hom..e, to look for a wife, married his bride in
the town and then brought her back to Australia
with him.

The tenth and last venue of the Victorian tour
funded by VicHealth will be the historical mining
town of Wonthaggi in South Gippsland , guests of
the Local Rotary Club. The exhibition will be on
display at the newly refurbished Town Hall from
August 15 to 25.

Ron D'Aprano 's autobiography, Le Mie Due Patrie ,
which tells the story of growing up in Ventosa in
the province of Latina and his migration to Australia
in 1948 and later his full and active life in
Melbourne, has recently been published .
Throughout the book , which is in Italian, there are
many photos and documents. The book is
handsomely produced , and contains 300 pages.
The launching took place on 11 July by Sir James
Gobbo and the Hon. Caroline Hogg before a large
group at the Abruzzo Club.

A TRIP TO LOMBARDY
We were delighted to include in this group the
daughter of one of our members! Lisa Gervasoni
will leave for Italy in September with 29 other
young Australian descendants of Lombardy
migrants, as guests of the Lombardy region. Lisa's
ancestor, Luigi Paolo Gervasoni, came to Australia
in 1863 and Lisa is determined to find out
everything about Lombardy and its people!

The Society is seeking your the help in locating
names of proxy brides to interview . A member of
our committee, Mrs. Susi Bella, who is conducting
the project, will contact those interested in taking
part in the interviews.

BOOK LAUNCH

Copies are available for $20 fc.r pensioners and
$25 for the general public, from:
Mr Ron D'Aprano,
35 Rhodes Parade, Glenroy
Phone 3068699 and
lnsegna Bookshop , 410 Moreland Road,
Brunswick.

PROJECT ON PROXY BRIDES
Marriage by proxy was particularly popular in the
post war mass migration years and the Society is
very interested in recording the experiences of
women and men who married by proxy. The
shortage of young Italian women in Australia in the
1950s and 1960s led many young Italian men to
"look" for a wife back home. There were three
types of marriage in those days:
The first method was where the marriage was
celebrated by proxy, which meant the couple taking
their marriage vows separately from each other; in
most cases the couple knew each other, but in
some cases the bride was the sister or cousin of
another fellow migrant who would show her photo
to his friends;
The second type of marriage arrangement was
when the woman would arrive in Australia and had

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF VICTORIA
Deakin University, through its Australian Studies
Centre and the Australia Felix Press at the
Warrnambool Campus is producing a Biographical
Dictionary of the Western District of Victoria.
On their behalf we invite our readers to nominate
persons of Italian origin who may be included in the
Dictionary.
If you wish to submit the name of a person
associated with the Western District, you can
contact us at the Society, or write directly to:
Ms Josie Black,
Faculty of Education,
Deakin University,
P.O.Box 423
Warrnambool , VIC, 3280.
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INTERNMENT RECORDS
by llma Martinuzzi O'Brien

To aid Family History researchers, we are
compiling an index of the basic internment records.
Mrs Laura Mecca , Mrs Delfina Sartori and Miss
Georgina Russell are to be thanked for the many
hours they have given towards entering the data for
this valuable index. The index will enable the
researcher to find out, directly from the Society,
basic information such as date interned, date
released, place of arrest, place of birth, occupation,
whether naturalised , and finally, the internment
number , which is useful in seeking additional
information in the Archives .

At the outbreak of World War II there were
approximately 33,000 people of Italian birth living in
Australia. Nearly 5,000 of these Italian born were
interned by the Australian government during the
war . Such a large number means that the
internment records are an important source of
Family History information for a sizeable proportion
of the prewar immigrants .
Those who had only recently arrived from Italy at
the outbreak of war or who were Italian citizens,
were not the only ones interned. Nearly one quart er
were naturalised British subjects (these were the
days before we had our own Australian citizenship),
and a small number of Australian born citizens
were also interned, the majority from Queensland .
These figures are taken from a paper I presented
at a conference at the University of Western
Australia last year. This paper forms part of a
larger project I have been working on for the past
two years during weekends and holidays on the
Internments of the war years . My interest is more
than professional, because my father and other
relatives from north Queensland were interned.

Having the internment number of an individual,
which is available from the index here at the
Society, you will be able to request a copy of a
particular Service and Casualty Form. These
records are held in the Australian Archives,
Brighton in Victoria, and they record the details of
places and dates where the internee was held
during internment. (See below) . Anyone wishing
information from the index should contact me at the
Society, either by phone or by post.
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AN ITALIAN IN THE AUSTRALIAN MILITANT LEFT 1927 - 1983 - Luigi Stellato
by G.L. Abiuso

Among the many individuals of Italian origin in the
history of the Italian presence in the Australian Left,
Luigi Stellato cannot be overlooked. Stellato·s name
is associated with two history-making events within
the Italian comn;iunity of Melbourne: he claims to be
the first person to propose the name "AustralianItalian Anti-Fascist Movement",1 which was
accepted in preference to Mr. Matteo Cristofaro 's
opposing proposal of "Italian Democratic
2
Movement" , and he was elected to the fifteen
member committee , together with such
distinguished names as R.A. Shaw , Lecturer in
Italian at the University of Sydney , Dr. Omero
Schiassi, Professor A.R. Chisholm and Massimo
Montagnana, at the First General Assembly of Italia
Libera , held at Assembly Hall in Melbourne on 18
March 1943 , an ev&nt that was attended by eight
hundred people.

slept enough and it's time they start to
reclaim their rights'. 3

In the United States - The Summery Influence.

As a child, Stellato had learned from the
experiences of the peasants' alienation from the
land. As a young man , his politicisation was
deve loped further by his experiences of labour
alienat ion . The period of his life marked also his
first experience s of life in another land.
One year before the start of WWI , Luigi Stellato
was called to the USA by his elder brother, who
was a foreman in a private railway company at
Rogerspark near Chica go. He was to remain there
for ten years.

Luigi Stellato was born in Castro Libero , near the
city of Cosenza, Calabria in 1897. He was soon to
be involved in the turbulent years of land reform in
Italy during the "Belle Epoque". It was during this
period that peasant organisati ons such as the
Contadini , Mezzadri and Braccianti (small farmers,
crop sharers and rural labourers) coalesced all over
Italy into a close network that became known as the
Leghe Contadine.
This movement spread like wild-fire from the North to
the South of Italy, and the Southern Federations of
Peasants regained vigour and courage and started
considerable strikes in Sicily and Calabria.
This milieu of politicisation of the peasants in
Southern Italy is of great importance in the political
education of the young Luigi Stellato, progeny of an
age of revolution. As a child, he listened to his father
Francesco Antonio's stories of injustices against the
Calabrian peasants by the absentee land lord of the
Latifondi (wealthy property owners).
Such was the mood of enlightenment at the time that
many who had traditionally been opposed to the
advancement of the least well-off in the rural society
could no longer ignore the issues of justice and
human rights. Of one story in particular, Luigi Stellato
was fond to recall:
His father reported to his employer Don
Francesco Ricciulli, a wealthy landowner of
the Cosenza district, "Don Francesco, I am
sorry to tell you, but the peasants of nearby
estates are in agitation, however, ours
haven't started yet! to which Don Francesco
replied, 'These people are courageous, well
done! It is time they wake up - they have

Luigi Stellato with friend Joe Richichi in USA in 1918
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Even though it is not clear exactly when Luigi Stellato
came into contact with anarchist ideas, this long stay
in the USA was of tremendous political importance to
the young man. It is known that he was avidly
reading L'Umanita'4, the Italian daily of Enrico
Malatesta, and this reading formed part of a pattern
of intellectual pursuit that was to grow firstly on his
return to Calabria in 1923 where he also cultivated
friendships with leading Calabrian anarchists and then
later in Australia where he became involved in
political organisations. 5
Although he was a young boy when he arrived in
Chicago, the Italian Community was large and
politically active; it could not have been long before
he came into contact with socialisVanarchist thinking.
The record demonstrates the vigour of the
promulgation of democratic and revolutionary ideas
amongst the Italians, for it was about this time that
pamphlets such as La Parola Dei Socialisti (1908)
began to circulate in Chicago and Detroit. Of this
periodical, H.S. Nelli has noted that
while [La Parola Dei Socialisti] was small in
total circulation, Socialist and Anarchist
[Italian language] papers went from Chicago
as far east as New York, Massachusetts and
Vermont, and as far west as lowa".6

One of the major causes supported by this press was
the opposition of patriotic manifestations (that is, proItalian) by ltalo-Americans during the Abyssinian
Venture in the 1890's and the Libyan War of 1911-12.
This exposure to anti-war activism was of great
importance for Luigi Stellato·s political education;
later, during his period of activism in Australia, he
was to repeat the same struggle in Melbourne against
the Fascist aggressions against Abyssinia and Spain
in the 1930s, and during WWII. One anarchist paper
of Chicago, II Nuovo Proletario (1918-21) was,
perhaps more than any other periodical , the leading
I.W.W. (International Workers of the World)
mouthpiece., expounding the class struggle as seen
by the Wobblies, as the I.W.W. was colloquially
known. It was through papers such as this that, at
the time of his arrival in 1913, echoes of the long and
notoriously violent struggle by textile workers at
Laurence, Massachusetts in 1912, must have
reached Stellato who was working as an unskilled
labourer on a private railway line supplying materials
to six brick yards.7 As Ian Turner has detailed in his
Sydney is Burning8 , the I.W.W. chose to make
propaganda where the unskilled migrant workers
predominated. And it was in Chicago from 1908 to
the end of WWI, where Stellato lived and toiled , that
the reckless determination of the I.W.W. "Bummery"
concentrated its American unionism .
Another piece of evidence, though of an indirect
nature, of th~ influence of the "Bummery" movement
in the early political development of Stellato was the
passion he developed in the USA for writing songs ,
especially during periods of tremendous (usually

employment-related) stress, concerning issues of
social justice. It should be noted that whilst the
"Bummery" movement bore the official title of "Direct
Actionists" , they were popularly referred to by the
former name because of their addiction to the famous
Hobo Song "Hallelujah I'm a Bum", the lyrics of
which, along with other ·rebel' tunes, they espoused
as a folk manifesto of their political cause and
identity. It was probably under this influence,
therefore, that Luigi Stellato composed his first
English song in Chicago, 1919, titled "A Voice of
Peace". This interest in expressing his political views
in song was to manifest itself regularly throughout his
life: some years later, in 1928 in Seaton, Victoria, he
even composed a proposed Australian National
Anthem 9 while digging sugar beets for the Victorian
Government-owned sugar mill in Maffra. Although
10
inoffensively titled "Hymn of Australia" , the social
realism and the focus on human rights issues of the
folk music popularised in Chicago by the "Bummery"
movement seem to pervade the lyric with the result
that the content of Stellato·s Hymn contrasts sharply
with the sweet and calm atmosphere engendered by
the official national songs, such as the British "God
Save the Queen" and the popular "Advance Australia
Fair", he encountered upon migrating to the
Antipodes. For example, in verse two, Stellato
acknowledged the prior sovereignty to the indigenous
Kuri peoples by referring to Australia as the "Land of
the Aboriginal people," a view which, to this day
widely contested, must have been very provocative in
1928. Moreover, although he had been in Australia
for less than a year when he wrote the Hymn, the fifth
verse shows quite clearly that Stellato had already
succumbed to the Eureka Stockade legend of the
birth of the revolutionary spirit in this country.
At Eureka the chains were torn
And vision of freedom born
Their spirit burst into thunder
11
And democracy rose from them.

In addition to the anarchist influence which may have
reached Stellato in Chicago, the young man was
much shocked by the horrifying conditions of
employment that men like him had to endure under
the Padrone (the labour contractor) System of hiring
workers. This infamous system of exploiting Italian
migrants in Chicago during the first two decades of
this century was so iniquitous that the USA
government set a special board of enquiry, The
Dillingham Commission 12 , to report on it. One of the
most exploitative aspects of the Padrone system was
the 'Bossatura', a fee paid by the labourer in order to
obtain employment through the padrone who was
contracted by certain companies to provide a steady
supply of cheap , uncomplaining labour from the new
migrant classes. The bossatura , never sanctioned by
law but tolerated unofficially for years, was paid
secretly in advance of commencing work; in addition
to collecting this money , the padrone also strove -to
suppress the formation of trade unionism by keeping

12
the migrant worker in a state of abject fear and
misery. The padrone 's attitude was that "the beasts
must not be given a rest. Otherwise they will step
over me.13
The greatest iniquity of the Padrone System was that
after paying the 'bossatura· (often as high as fifteen
dollars) the worker would only be given a couple of
days paid employment before being sacked without
explanat ion. 14 To gain further employment , he
would have to forfeit another 'bossatura'. Given
Stellato's reminiscence 15 that the we ekly pay packet
on the railroad was $2 .00, it can only be concluded
that the bossatura was .in effect a form of
institutionalised robbery.
In spite of the hardships perpetrated under the
Padrone System, Stellato's spirit remained unbroken
and eventually at about 19 years of age he found
employment in Indiana as a mechanic's offside r. He
finally rose to be relieving foreman . It was during this
period, up until 1923, t,,at he learnt by
correspondence the trades of the barber and the
watchmaker.

Return to Italy In 1923

In 1922. at the age of 25, Luigi Stellato had started to
meet with an American girl. As the fashion of the
time dictated , he had to declare himself for official
engagement, but before doing so, he requested
permission from his girlfriend to return to Italy to visit
his parents and make sure that he was doing the
right thing before committing himself .16

With his fiancee Elisabetta Passarelli and his brother
Eugenio in 1923.

On arriving in Italy he was forced to do his National
Service (Servizio di Leva). Once in the army, he was
assigned to Cremona nella Caserma Manfredini,
heavy artillery, in time obtaining the rank of corporal.
During his national service , the USA had closed its
doors to immigration because of an economic
recession , and Stellato was trapped in his little village
of Cast ro Libero with little to do except watch his
fathe r being persecuted by the Fascists for his past
beliefs and utterances. Barred from re-entering the
USA, the relationship with his American girlfriend
lapsed naturally . However, Stellato was extremely
lucky to meet a most beautiful woman, Elisabetta
Passarelli , with whom he became engaged and then
married eventually in 1923.
It was during this forced stay in Calabria that Luigi
Stellato avidly began to read L'Uman ita', the Italian
anarchist paper ; among its correspondents , he noted,
were some writing from as far abroad as Australia.
Their articles re-awakened within him a long-standing
love for wide open spaces and before long he wrote
to them seeking assistance to emigrate. By the time
he left in October 1927, he had joined the clandestine
anti-fascist group which met with his father,
Francesco Antonio, and his wife Elisabetta had born
him two daughters , Maria and Giuditta.

As a soldier in the Italian Army in 1922

The lengthy delay between his first contact with the
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Australian anarchists and his eventual emigration was
attributable largely to the difficulties he faced in
obtaining a passport from the Fascist government.
After years of trying through legitimate channels,
Stellato was only able to achieve this through the
payment of secret commissions to middle-men and
venal officials; in particular, he gave expensive gifts of
the value of around 2000 Lira to the brother of the
Cosenza Podesta·. Having gained his passport, the
final hurdle was to find a suitable sponsor in
Australia. This was to be the ltalo-Australian
anarchist Guerrino Dalla Costa.

these two anarchist leaders had done all their
political education in Italy and were politically
mature by the time they arrived in Australia in
1922, five years prior to the arrival of Stellato.
They were leaders of great talent, able to write in
Italian with such proficiency that they founded and
edited three Italian anarchist papers, II Risveglio
(1927), La Riscossa (1928), and L'Avanguardia
(1930), and were charismatic speakers who could
win over large audiences as Frank Carmagnola did
in the May Day of 1931 when he incited a 7000
strong crowd on the Yarra banks to shout "death to
Mussolini" .22

The Australian Militancy from 1927

The Italian community of Australia during the 1920s
had within its ranks a very small organised
Anarchist group. And it was to this group that
Stellato immediately felt himself drawn to. There is
no evidence that he ever formally joined the
Anarchist group, but the fact that he was an antifascist, had been sponsored to come here by an
anarchist and spoke and wrote fluent English (a
legacy of his years in the USA) must have made
an impression on his new anti-fascist
contemporaries .
In his own way, Stellato must have appeared a
striking personality to the small and very provincial
Italian community of Melbourne. First of all, he was
a strikingly good-looking man, also he was not
typical of the left-wing Italian intellectual who had
migrated earlier, such as Dr. Quinto Ercole 17 , Dr .
Emilio De Marco, Giuseppe Prampolini and a
contemporary of Stellato's, Dr. Omero Schiassi. 18
The difference between the thirty year old Stel lato
and these men lay in the fact that they had all
come from well-to-do families and had arrived in
Australia with university degrees; although they
may never have mastered English as well as
Stellato, they were well spoken in Italian, were
experienced at addressing meetings and had
written articles and pamphlets. 19 In contrast, Luigi
Stellato had finished his formal schooling at the
Terza Elementare (third grade) level - albeit with an
average mark of seven-out-of-ten in academic
pursuits and with ten-out-of-ten for behaviour. 20
So, in spite of his natural intelligence and diligent
pursuit of self -education, one must assume that his
ability to conceptualise in his mother-tongue must
have been limited, especially when it is taken into
consideration also that the important formative
years from the age of 16 to 25 were spent in the
USA labouring by day and learning trades by
correspondence at night.
Stellato falls more closely into the stature of the
self-made thinker , s uch as Isidoro Bertazzon and
Fran cesco Carmagnola 21 wit h the difference that

Luigi Stellato, by his own admission, inclined
towards pantheism:
"From the very dawning of my mouth I was
filled with humanitarian thoughts and often I
would rescue from the water drowning ants
and other insects".23

He could never incite Italian migrants to rebel against
the Australian Government, let alone incite people to
kill. In fact, in his interview Stellato emphatically
declares that he never joined any Italian political party
and when, in his early 30's , he was asked to join the
CPA, he declared 24
"We are in a foreign country. If they want to
change the present government, it's their
business, it is not our duty to do so; if the
Australians want to change it, we can only
help them".

Like most Italians of the 1920's, Stellato went to work
in the countryside and in 1928 he modestly became
leader of the Calabrian community around Maffra,
Victoria. One of his most notable achievements at
this time was the securing for a group of Italian
workers seven months back -pay .25 It was also
around this time that he met up with Francesco
Carmagnola and Isidoro Bertazzon and started to cooperate with them in their anti-fascist activities. He
was given two specific tasks: to receive the Italian
socialist paper L'Avanti from France under the name
"L. Nemo" (the surname translates literally as 'omen')
from which articles were copied for the Australian
anarchist paper La Riscossa; the second, more
demanding, task was to proof -read La Riscossa at
the Industrial Printing Office near the Victorian Trades
Hall and then collect the paper and bulk-post it to
Francesco Carmagnola in Ingham, North Queensland.
These were in themselves two small tasks, but
Stellato recalled in the Genovese interview that if he
had been discovered by the Federal Police he would
have risked a rejection of an entry visa for his wife
Elizabeth and their two young daughters, Maria and
Giuditta, who eventually joined him in 1931.
With his wife and two daughters in Australia, Stellato
became settled in Melbourne, having, in 1930,
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opened his own business, Louis Stellato Wholesale
Fruit, Vegetable and Produce Merchant, General
Commission Agent , located at vegetable stand 37-39
·at the Victoria Market in Melbourne. With this new
responsibility, Stellato settled to a more stable life,
however he still made his house and office available
to the cause of anti-fascism .

organisation in 1934 at the time when Fascism
seemed the most stable political regime to Italian
migrants here was no mean feat. This group arose
like a phoenix from the ashes of the irreparably split
and ineffici~CJ
t Matteotti Club when it was thought that
the anti-fascist movement in Australia was as dead as
the proverbial Dodo. In fact, at the time of the Italian
Group Against War's conception, the few hundred
anarchist followers of the Matteotti Club were doing
little else other than continuously fighting amongst
themselves as to which of the two anarchist leaders ,
lsidor Bertazzon or Francesco Carmagnola, should be
wearing the true mantle of the anarchist prophet.
Francesco Carmagnola's group aligned around La
Riscossa, while lsidor Bertazzon·s followers
mouthpiece was L'Avanguardia Libertaria . By 1930, in
the first issue of Bertazzon's paper, one can feel the
sense of abject despair surrounding the anarchist
leaders. The unsigned editorial, Ai Compagni (To the
Comrades), reflected:
(our newspaper} is a brotherly tie among the
scattered comrades in this vast country: a
warning to the winners of th e moment; an
incitement to the lazy and the slumberers; a
serene affirmation and an unshakeable faith
which inspires us; and a newspaper which
brings among the disbanded proletarian
cells, lost in the harsh adversity of their
exile ...."28

Elisabetta, wife of Luigi Stellato, with daughters Maria
and Giuditta in Cosenza in 1928

It is claimed by Stellato that he was the originator of
"Gruppo Italiano Contro La Guerra" (literally, 'Italian
Group Against War') and that he was the one to
26
introduce Matteo Cristofaro to Australian politics.
The two had met working in the countryside in the
late 1920s picking sweet corn, and when Stellato was
asked to join the CPA he suggested that Cristofaro
join in his place as he had a family, a business to
look after and would not have the time for active
politics within the frame-work of an established party.
Eventually, Matteo Cristofaro was to become the
Communist leader of the Italian community.
The Italian Group Against War was founded in 1934
with a management committee of six people . They
were Giovanni Corso, President, Matteo Cristofaro,
Secretary, Angelo Coladotti, Ottavio Brida, Boris
Franceschini and Luigi Stellato.27 To create such an

It was in this enveloping atmosphere of doom that
leaders of the calibre of Stellato came to prominence
and were able to keep the torch alight. There is
ample evidence that, between 1931 and 1934,
StelJato, with his youthful energy, financial success,
his knowledge of English and his profound faith in
human justice , played a decisive role in building up
the anti-Fascist movement in the Italian community .
Indeed , as Giancarlo Cresciani points out, Matteo
Cristofaro, the up-and-coming Communist leader of
the time , was brought into the anti-Fascist circle by
Stellato .29 Stellato himself went further, claiming
that he not only did this, but also discovered
Cristofaro, encouraged him to take up politics in
30
Australia and remained his mentor for many years.
The immediate successes of the rejuvenated anti31
Fascist movement are well known, and for Stellato
they came at a time when he was burdened by
pressing business and financial problems . For it was
at this time (1930) that he established his Victoria
Market business and financed the move to Australia
for his wife and two daughters (1931). Given these
commitments, he still participated strongly in that
small band of 'anti-Fasci st Angels' and was heavily
involved in the rallying of hundreds of Italians in the
mass demonstration of 1934 when 15,000 protested
32
on the banks of the Yarra River in Melbourne. On
a more personal level, the claustrophobic atmosphere
within the close-knit Italian community of Melbourne
was almost unbearable for Stellato .who at the age of

15
16 has escaped the small town of Castro Libero for
Chicago in a quest to find his own space.33
Although, by the end of the 1920's, there were about
30,000 Italians scattered all over the Australian
continent , with large groups in provincial towns 34 ,
the anti-Fascist grouping itself did not number more
than 50 people35 , and with the suicidal splitting of
the Anarchist group , an atmosphere of suspicion must
have existed among its members. For a
businessman like Stellato, belonging to this restrictive
circle required much courage and faith , for he was
putting at risk his own financial interests within the
larger Italian community, the majority of which
supported Fascist Rome's policies. In spite of these
disincentives, he persisted with his struggle and by
1938 he was once again in the leading group working
with Omero Schiassi and F.A.C. Cahill on a specific
socio-political program for the anti-Fascist Casa
d'ltalia in Carlton.
It should be noted that the problems Stellato faced in
his endeavours to maintain his activism under
tremendous financial and social pressures were not
particular to himself. Life for all migrants in a new
country is usually difficult even in prosperous
economic circumstances. For the Italians, who were
the 'new Australians' of the 1930s, adaptation to the
new environment had to take place under what are
generally recognised as the harshest socio-economic
conditions Australia has ever had to suffer, the period
that is still referred to as the Great Depression .
Glimpses of the climate of desperation, loneliness
and helplessness for the Melbourne Italian community
can be obtained from reading the biographies of
some ltalo-Australian women in the 1930's. Angela
Signor recollects of those times:

the Fascists among the Italians of Melbourne can be
gauged from the memoires of Amelia Tilbury in which
she recalls Fascist meetings where collections for
wedding rings were held for the campaign for gold for
'La Patria', the homeland, from thousands of Italian
37
immigrants.
Despite this hostile environment , Stellato never
seemed to lose faith in the course of justice, and
participated in three more anti-Fascist campaigns in
which his contribution was second-to-none: the antiFascist demonstration at the Melbourne Port Pier
against the visiting Italian cruiser Raimondo
Montecuccoli, which saw more than 300 Italians
38
demonstrating and burning an effigy of Mussolini in
39
the midst of a demonstrating crowd of 12,000 ; the
organisation of the relief operation for the Italian War
Victims; and the creation of the Italian newspaper!!
Risveglio in 1944 which printed 4000 copies
fortnightly for 12 years.
With the collapse of the Axis powers in 1945, the
raison d'etre for 20 years of anti-Fascist militancy
became more of an academic interest. His last
appearance in an organised left-wing Italian group
was his joining of the Italian Socialist Party Migrants'
Organisation, the I.F. Santi, in 1979 at the
age of 82.40

During the Depression of the early '30's
there was no work for Australians, let alone
'Dagoes'. Not only were they cut off
because of language difficulties; ...Dad
would sit on the bed in the room we had
rented with his head in his hands, bowed
with worry ...36

Maria Paoloni recalls of her Sydney experience in the
'30's that her (and her family's) only social encounters
were with relatives and Italian friends, although on
most Sundays she would go to the Domain:
sitting on the grass and listening attentively
to the soapbox speakers lecturing the crowd
on religion, politics and racial hatred .... I
listened to get an ear for the language and
to pick up some words ...

Of course, this is a picture of the poorer Italians .
Their hand-to-mouth existence made it difficult for the
anti-Fascist group to make inroads among these
people . Most of the established Italians had been
won over by the Fascist propaganda, making them
staunch enemies of the anti-Fascists. This support for

Luigi Stellato in Cosenza in 1952
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EDITOR'S NOTE:
Joe Abiuso has recently commenced research for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy at the Western Institute, Victoria
University of Technology. His study is on the Italian Left in
Australia. In order to assist this research I ask our readers who
have letters, diaries, documents , pamphletts, newspapers and
the records of relevant organisations, to contact the Society , so
that these records may be preserved for posterity, and made
available for this important research.

